
SALE MECHANICS



PRESALE

TOKEN PRE SALE PERIOD BEGINS IN SUMMER 2018

The Circe Foundation intends to offer tokens in a presale to select 

participants.  This is a sale of tokens pre- ICO, initial coin launch, 

or any public coin sale.

The CIRCE token presale is for two markets,  Asia, and Europe.

Two different tokens for each market,  a NEO or CARDANO based 

token for Asia,  a STELLAR or ETHEREUM based token for Europe.

DETAILS

Ticker: CIRC or CIR

KYC  yes

Token Type: OWN WALLET

ICO token price: 1 circ =$.10

Total Tokens: 5,000,000,000

Available for Token Sale:  40%

Airdrop: POSSIBLE AIRDROP OF TOKENS AFTER PRESALE



SHORT REVIEW

Team from: International (see whitepaper)

Number of members: 35

Existing Firm:  33 years 

Existing Business and Capital:  33 years

Existing management:  33 years

Existing Chain:   a trusted chain already established

Migrating Chain: migrating a chain of 10's of thousands onto a smartchain

Organic Chain:  Built by personal connections

Trust:  Trust is already established.  $ millions of dollars based on personal 

long term relationships

Reputation:  Stellar institutional reputation in its industry, arts and communities

Problem:  Solving real business problems, not a development framework

Development: Iterative not a Waterfall Project



PROCEEDS

The foundation seeks to sell utility tokens for current use in exisiting infrastructure and 

that will migrate and be usable and  included in future growth including but not limited to 

the extension and development of an RFID inventory management system.  This is an 

open ledger and smart contracts, utilizing blockchain technology in place of  the existing 

client server technology  that is currently in place serving one client, DESIGNERS 

CIRCUS.com.

The same platform after testing is expected to be extended to encompass an internet of 

things which is a much larger ecosystem.  This will not occur until we are sufficiently 

happy with the platform.

The company expects to use various professional 3rd party experts in multiple aspects of 

the project, which can raise the cost but shorten the time frame.

Time must be allocated to the early stages of the technology and maturing cycle.



PRESALE GOES LIVE

01/18

PUBLIC SALE BEGINS

01/21/18

TOKEN SALE USER GUIDE

In order to participate in our event, you will need to enter 

the standard KYC information, including email address, 



country and citizenship.

NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES

CIRCE does not make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any 

representation, warranty or undertaking in any form whatsoever to 

any entity or person, including any representation, warranty or 

undertaking in relation to truth, acccuracy and completeness of any of 

the information set out in this document or any published FAQs.

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES BY YOU

By accessing and/or accepting possession of any information in this 

document or such part thereof (as case may be), you represent to 

CIRCE as follows:

(a)  you agree and acknowledge that CIRCE tokens do not constitute 

securities in any form in any jurisdiction:



(b) you agree and acknowledge that this document does not 

constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not 

intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdicion or a 

solicitation for inverstment in securities and you are not bound to 

enter into any contact or binding legal commitment and no 

cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the 

basis of this document;

(c ) you agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has 

examined or approved of the information set out in this document, no 

action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory 

requirements or rules of any jurisdiction and the publication, 

distribution, or dissemination of this document to you does not imply 

that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements or rules have been 

complied with;

(d) you agree and acknowledge that this document, the undertaking 

and/or the completion of the CIRCE ICO, or future trading of the 

CIRCE tokens on any cryptocurrency exchange, shall not be 

construed, interpreted or deemed by you as an indicaton of the merits 

of CIRCE, the tokens and the CIRCE ICO.



(e)  the distribution or dissemination of this document, or any part 

thereof or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the same by you, is not 

prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations or rules in 

your jurisdiction, and where any restrictions in relation to possession 

are applicable, you have observed and complied with all such 

restrictions at your own expense and without liability to CIRCE;

(f) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to 

purchase any tokens, the tokens are NOT construed, interpreted, 

classified or treated as:

1. any kind of currency other than cryptocurrency;

2. debentures, stocks or shares issued by any person or entity 

(whether CIRCE) rights, options or derivatives in respect of such 

debentures, stocks or shares;

3. units in a collective investment scheme;

4. units in a business trust;

5. derivatives of units in a business trust; or

6. any security or class of securities.

(g)  Citizens of China cannot participate at all in the pre-sale of the 

CIRCE ICO

(h) you must be an accredited investor under US standards to 



purchase tokens in the pre-sale

(i)  you are fully aware and understand that in the case where you 

wish to purchase any CIRCE tokens there are risks associated with 

CIRCE and their respective business and operations, the tokens, and 

CIRCE;

(j) you agree and acknowledge the CIRCE is not liable for any 

indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any kind, 

in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of 

revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data) arising out of or 

in connectioni with any acceptance of or reliance on this document or 

any part thereof by you; and rights under a contract for differences or 

under any other contract the purposs or pretended purpose of which 

is to secure a profit and avoid a loss;

(k)  all of the above representations and warranties are true, 

complete, accurate and non misleading from the time of your access 

to and/or acceptance of possession of this document or such part 

thereof (as the case may be);

(l) you agree and acknowledge that in the case where you wish to 

purchase any CIRCE tokens, that any controversy or claim arising out 

of or relating to the purchase thereof, shall be settled by arbitration in 



accordance with the International Arbitration Rules of the 

International Centre for Dispute Resolution.  You agree to first try and 

settle the dispute by mediation administered by the International 

Centre for Dispute Resolution under its rules before resorting to 

Arbitration, litigation or some other dispute resolution technique.


